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Taking the first
steps
There are many things Africa’s project developers can do to formalise Africa’s project
development industry and achieve global best practice
right team and getting the right skill set is essential,” he says.
“Constructing the right management team is everything.”

A

frica’s project development industry is developing rapidly, but much needs to be done
to ensure not only an effective system, but a
competitive one. To start, sufficient capital to
invest in greenfield projects and develop them
to bankability is essential, but African developers also need
to possess certain skills and structures in order to credibly
deliver a project.

In general, the skills needed for developing infrastructure projects include a “deep sectoral knowledge in a regional and local
context, the ability to make some smart anticipation of future
need for the infrastructure project, and a good understanding of
regulatory and permitting regime in a local context,” says Alain
Ebobisse, Global Head of IFC InfraVentures.

Good relationships with governmental authorities relating
to securing development rights, be it in bidding or in negotia“In Africa, project development is a lengthy process and
tion mode, and a great ability to forge skills-based partnerships
the cost increases with time. Project development vehicles
in a transparent and professional manner are also essential, he
could be following a fund structure similar to venture capital
says. In addition, project developers need focused partnerships
as long as it has sufficient capital,” says
to professionally handle land acquisition
Tas Anvaripour, CEO of Africa50, one
in a sustainable manner as well as the core
“Experienced developers knowledge of technical, environmental and
of Africa’s largest and most important
infrastructure delivery initiatives.
nurture relationships with social, financing and structuring issues.

banks”
However, the most important issue,
Project finance documentation and quality
she says, is staffing these vehicles; “Staff
of understanding what needs to be negotiatshould have deep understanding of
ed is also very important, Anvaripour agrees.
African markets, a cultural sensitivity, but also know when
“This is a fine balance that is difficult to establish.”
the project is moving from early stage to financial close what
the requirements are of the multiple parties involved, includCUTTING DOWN ON TIMELINES
ing strategic partners, financiers both commercial and DFIs,
One major issue plaguing African infrastructure project develmore and more ECA players and equity investors.”
opment is the length of time is takes to develop a project from
concept to financial close. Depending on the size and complex“Unfortunately, there is no training course for project deity of the project, the global standard tends to be from about
velopers,” says Oliver Andrews, Executive Director and Chief
three to four years.
Investment Officer of the Africa Finance Corporation, “but a
good project developer is able to see the various facets and
Ebobisse says, “There is no standardised international develbring them together. That’s why I always like to put a team
opment timeline for projects that we are aware of. Different
together that is multi-skilled in the engineering, legal and
finance sides.”
Vishal Agarwal, Managing Director - Development &
Investments for GE Africa, is adamant: “Putting together the
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types of infrastructure projects take different times to develop and often this also depends a lot on the regulatory and
permitting regime, government support, local conditions
etc.” However, from an economic planning perspective, he
says, generally a three-year timeframe is considered reasonable for projects in the renewable or gas-fired power sector
but there are wide variations in practice.
“In some countries with streamlined permitting and
project award processes, readily available land and associated infrastructure, project development timelines would
be shorter; also, solar PV projects are generally quicker to
develop than for example wind power projects,” he says.

MANAGING COSTS
A well-developed financial plan and budget can mean the difference between a successful project within budget and a project
that spirals out of control cost-wise and which will likely lead to
delays or cancellation of the project completely. Everything that
could possibly be budgeted for needs to be included upfront.
Sweat equity, for example, should be built into the development cost or at least negotiated with investors upfront. Andrews
believes that there has to be consideration for sweat equity –
“you need to be adequately compensated for the hard work put
in,” he says.
However there is no one answer to the issue of sweat equity,
says Ebobisse: “Different developers, financiers and investors
treat this differently. Generally, sweat equity, if at all granted, is
something that needs to be earned via effective development
work by the party concerned, and will bring the project closer to
fruition and reduces the development times.”

Generally speaking, says Andrews, it should take 18-24
months to take a project to financial close, although this
would depend on the sector and level
of complication, but “in Africa, you’re
looking at an average of five to seven
years. A power project [the AFC has
“Legal costs are one of the
just completed] took four years,” he
biggest costs for us”
says.
This is due, in large part, to an unfavourable regulatory environment but working hand in hand
with governments and development capital financiers can
reduce the timeline, Anvaripour says.
Ebobisse agrees that practical steps need to include
building these relationships, and lessons need to be taken
from experienced international project developers. “This is
not Africa specific,” he says. “Experienced developers nurture
relationships with banks, take early feedback on financing
requirements to incorporate in development efforts so that
these do not need to be revisited at financing stage, maintain transparency in land acquisition, develop professional
and transparent partnerships with reputable counterparties.”
They also make sure to develop deep local knowledge and
prepare, as much as possible, for unforeseen risks: “Project
development is a complex multi-year, multi-stakeholder effort and inherently risky. There is no “right” way and there are
always surprises that need to be handled. Developer teams
need to be agile and motivated to react quickly to handle
uncertainties,” Ebobisse says.
Andrews believes that developers should be savvy when
it comes to dealing with government: “Developers must
know how to manage the various layers of institutions and
must understand the terrain. It’s a very risky and expensive
business.”

Agarwal agrees: “There is no clinical formula
based on actual value,” he says. “The amount of
time and dollars put in has zero correlation to
the valuation of sweaty equity. Rather, having
the right skill set is more important.”

In addition, the length of time that it takes
for the developer to receive the funds after reaching financial
close should also be negotiated upfront. Although usually
received at financial close, it is still important to be aware of and
involved in the negotiations with the financing bank at financial
close and the conditions attached.
“The main costs are legal and technical and they represent
large sum of the total development cost,” says Anvariour, although this varies from sector to sector. For example in transport
sector, she says, traffic studies are also a high cost since they are
repeated several times for reliability purposes.
“Legal costs are one of the biggest costs for us,” says Andrews.
“We had close to 100 different agreements on our last projects.”
Generally, costs will vary from country to country, and from
sector to sector. Further, these may have wide variance based
on which country of location, regulatory and legal environment,
permitting regime, says Ebobisse, all of which must be taken into
account when budgeting.
REGULATION AND INCENTIVES
Regulatory hurdles can also mean the difference between a
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ing for infrastructure projects are more or less same
across the sectors, says Anvaripour: “The return is 2x
while very complex projects can yield 3x.”
project that’s on time and on budget and one that’s a step
closer to cancellation. There are several things that Africa’s
Depending on the country and project, Andrews
regulatory bodies can do to incentivise more local project
says, power projects can see up to 3x or 4x, while transdevelopment on the continent: “A well-defined multi-year
port can return 2.5x. Telecoms is a lucrative space and
target for private involvement” is a good start, says Ebobisse,
could yield 4x while social projects will bring in 2x.
and both he and Andrews agree that a “onestop” clearance process is vital to cut down
According Agarwal, the rates of
“Unfortunately, there is no return on infrastructure project can
on time and costs.
training course for project be anywhere from 15% upwards,
For Andrews, finding a way to encourwith energy around 18% and teldevelopers”
age indigenous developers is key and
ecoms upwards of 20%. “The sky’s
short courses need to be made available to
the limit,” he says.
adequately equip them with the requisite skills.
If these simple and practical steps are implemented,
Well thought-through project documents (such as PPAs,
a project can be brought to completion within budget
concessions) are also essential and should draw on best
and on time, and African project developers and sponpractice elsewhere (rather than trying to re-invent the wheel),
sors can expect to not only earn these types of returns
Ebobisse says. In addition, cost reflective benchmark tariffs
(and better), but also earn a reputation for a competimust be put in place, including a reasonable return for equity
tive and effective industry.
providers.

Konstantin Sutyagin | Dreamstime.com

The typical returns a project developer should be expect-
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Mind the Gap
Nick Easen uncovers Africa’s infrastructure project developer landscape and finds there are
still many obstacles to overcome

his could be a golden time for Africa’s project
developers. In an age where infrastructure
across the continent is increasingly being
identified by heads of state, investors, asset
managers and funders as one of the biggest
hurdles to economic growth, there’s a lot of interest in
projects from energy to transport, healthcare to telecommunications.

T

Take infrastructure, spending in
sub-Saharan Africa is projected to
reach US $180 billion a year by 2025,
up from $70bn in 2013, according to
PwC Africa, a management consultancy firm. There is now a renewed
impetus to fill the infrastructure gap
with new projects. Not just as a means
of making commercial gains, but as a
way of transforming the ordinary lives
of millions of Africans.

It’s a story throughout many parts of the continent. The
International Energy Agency says that economic and social
development in sub-Saharan Africa depends mainly on project development in the energy industry. Take Rwanda as another example, about $3bn in projects is needed to increase
access to electricity from 16% to 70% by 2017, according to a
survey conducted by the country’s ministry of infrastructure.
“In Africa, infrastructure can potentially contribute as
much as two percent per year to gross domestic product,
with particularly positive effects in East and Central Africa,”
said Uhuru Kenyatta, Kenya’s President at last year’s Africa
investor CEO Infrastructure Investment
Summit.

“In Africa, infrastructure
can potentially contribute
as much as 2% per year to
gross domestic product”

There is a stark realisation that much of Africa’s potential
is wholly dependent on bridging the wide infrastructure
chasm that currently exists. Take, for example West Africa
energy: “At the present time Nigeria has about 60% of our
population in darkness,” explains Professor Chinedu Nebo,
Minister of Power. “When you talk about generation of
electricity, South Africa generates forty times what Nigeria
is generating.” Yet it has less than a third of the population.

“The South African market remains
constrained due to the lack of investment
in infrastructure,” said project developers
Aveng, to investors recently. A company
that has seen its share price drop by more
than 30% this year.

THE SIGNS ARE STRONG
Yet project developers are now feeling more optimistic since
local African banks are also showing a fresh appetite to lend.
Efforts are also being intensified to tap into private equity as
a vehicle for developers, in a bid to fix infrastructure issues
across the continent.
Although local African banks still struggle with the long
burden that infrastructure financings often requires, some
development finance institutions are now developing facilities that will help extend the shelf life of financing.

“Can you imagine what will happen if we fix the electricity,” explains Nebo. “Our growth rate would almost hit
double digits and when that happens very quickly Nigeria
will become one of the most formidable economies in the
entire world.”
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management. Getting your sums right at the concept stage is
crucial if projects are to succeed.

There are also a growing number of Africa-based project developers looking to take on work in competition to international
ones. One advantage that local project developers have is that
they understand local sensibilities on the ground. In some cases
they are more likely to be taken into consideration any national
strategies or programs for that specific sector when it comes to
executing projects.
SECURING FUNDS AND BIDDING FOR SUCCESS
However, there are still some big issues; many African project
developers frequently have unrealistic ideas of their ability to
close financing deals when they win bids. A good number of
projects have stalled when successful bidders have been unable
to source funds.
Only if they are successful do they then go out and source the
cash, with the letter of award acting as an inducement. Certainly
professional intermediation between project developers and
infrastructure investors remains an area in need of attention.

Take Exarro for example and its work in the Republic of
Congo. The South African mining group had to write down its
$400 billion plus investment in the Mayoko iron-ore project
owing to higher-than-expected project development costs
following the outcome of a revised concept study for this
12-million-ton-a-year project.
In South Africa labour unrest‚ big delays on some major
local construction projects‚ and poor economic growth is
weighing heavily on project developers minds.
In other parts of the continent the current low price of oil
is also taking its toll on project development. Jose Miranda,
a manager for engineering developer Aurecon Group, told
media sources that Angola’s government has cut spending so
drastically that contracts for water and road projects are down
by a third for 2015.
THE HURDLES IN AFRICA
Nowhere else in the world would 54 countries and home to
over one billion people and speaking over 2,000 languages,
be lumped together in the way that Africa has been. It has an
impact on how projects are developed and approached, as
well as delivered throughout the continent. Local expertise
and local roll-out is essential. The cookie cutter model doesn’t
apply here.

In addition to this, project developers are also concerned
about the potential scarcity of deal flow, especially when
it comes to public-private partnership
infrastructure projects. This is mainly due
Many African project
to corruption, the bureaucratic processes,
and poor government planning all of which
developers frequently
lengthens project lead times.
RISING PROJECT COSTS
At the moment, there are also issues in
some spots on the continent concerning
high construction costs and getting value
for money when it comes to developing projects.

have unrealistic ideas
of their ability to close
financing deals

For instance, South Africa’s Basil Read’s construction division
was hit by unprofitable contracts in 2014. Their CEO Neville
Nicolau described their profit warning as “shock and horror
stuff.”
While a recent summit of quantity surveyors in Abuja emphasised the point: “The cost of construction in Nigeria is one of the
highest in the world,” explains Mallam Dikko, President of the
Quantity Surveyors Registration Board.
The summit also highlighted rampant cases of abandoned
and uncompleted projects due to poor project planning and
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It’s clear that project developers are
keen to participate in a hose of sectors
and plans and that a multitude of funds
are available to support them. However,
developers can encounter many stumbling
blocks, especially in guaranteeing returns
to investors.

Predictable investment returns for
investors and therefore funder confidence
is hugely important, especially to the market. It helps if there
are specific industry roadmaps, robust legislation and reform
strategies in place to build a project around.
Africa’s incredibly complex, localised and intricate picture
has meant that many project developers and investors have
missed out on some extraordinary opportunities over the past
ten years.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS YEAR’S LIST
•
Project developments in transport and power, as well as energy have been able to secure substantial investor
interest.
•
Developers are keen to work in many sectors, as long as the plans are well structured, realistic, have government
backing and the risk profile is sound.
•
Small can be beautiful. If targets are downsized and objectives are made realistic this can work best. Only doable
deals get completed these days and this will remain the case for at least a few years.
•
The political environment in Africa and regional security has been generally stable over the past 20 years, but the
continent remains the area with some of world's highest risk for both project developers and investors.
•
A regional approach in infrastructure development and project development could cut costs and bring about
economies of scale, such as transport corridors.
MIND THE INFRASTRUCTURE GAP
•
The African Development Bank says that funds that ought to be flowing into the continent's infrastructure
investment are short by $93 billion a year and $41 billion of that should be earmarked specifically for power.
•
With legal systems in most countries based on English or French law, property rights and the rule of law can be
stronger in many African countries than in most of Asia.
•
Increasingly the African Development Bank can help project developers adopt international best practice with the
environmental and social aspects of projects to improve their effectiveness in the long term.

Endostock | Dreamstime.com

SECTORS SEEING A LOT OF NEW PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
•
Renewable power
•
Fossil fuel energy
•
Mineral and primary resources
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IFC InfraVentures
WHO WE ARE
-

I

FC InfraVentures is a $150 million global infrastructure project development fund that has been
created as part of World Bank Group’s efforts to
increase the pipeline of bankable infrastructure
projects in developing countries. Its unique offering, combining early stage risk capital and experienced project
development support, is designed to address the key constraints
to private investment in infrastructure projects in frontier markets.
WHAT WE OFFER
IFC InfraVentures can fund up to $8 million of a project’s expenses
at an early stage of development to bring an infrastructure
project from idea to financial close. In addition, IFC InfraVentures’
experienced staff get actively involved in and support the project
development activities, including feasibility studies, economic,
social, technical and environmental studies, managing relationships with public and private stakeholders, modeling, negotiating
project documents, raising equity and debt financing, etc.
IFC InfraVentures project support is commercial and in return for
its development funding and assistance, IFC will have the right to a
stake in the equity of the project( ) at financial close, the right to arrange the long-term debt for the project and IFC may provide part
of such debt ( Equity and debt funding by IFC is subject to separate
agreements from IFC InfraVentures’ early stage funding).
WHEN DO WE GET INVOLVED
Usually once a sponsor has a reasonable idea of the project, has
secured preliminary support and authorization for the project from
the government or other clients and has obtained indications that
the project is economically viable.
WHAT VALUE CAN WE ADD
IFC InfraVentures staff work proactively as co-developers
of the project, alongside the lead sponsor;
By getting involved early, IFC InfraVentures staff can help
structure the project to make it bankable;
Expertise in mapping and resolving environmental and

-

social issues, technical issues etc.;
Convening power helps facilitate work with govern		
ments and agencies to resolve project development
issues
Access to all World Bank Group instruments and services
Global presence and knowledge of local environments
helps ensure the application of best practices
Coverage of a large client and equity and debt investors
base helps in raising capital

PROJECT ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
IFC InfraVentures seeks to invest in infrastructure projects that
could reach financial close within 2-3 years. To qualify for IFC
InfraVentures funding, projects must further meet the following
criteria:
Private Public Partnership (PPP) or private infrastructure
project in a developing country or region, or a middle
income country;
At early stages of development;
High development impact /powerful demonstration
effect;
Related to core infrastructure such as power, water, 		
roads, ports, airports, fiber connectivity, etc.
Preliminary indication of economic and financial viability
as well as environmental and social sustainability
Project size: > $200 million, although we encourage
sponsors with smaller projects but outstanding develop
ment impact or economics to also contact us
HOW DOES IT WORK
A Joint Development Agreement (JDA) governs the relationship
of the parties, their rights and obligations during project development, as well as the rights of the parties to equity in the project at
financial close.
IFC InfraVentures’ internal process has been streamlined to meet
the requirements of project development. The IFC InfraVentures
team is distributed globally, with hubs in Washington, Nairobi,
Dakar, Johannesburg, Istanbul and New Delhi.

CONTACT US: ALAIN EBOBISSE, GLOBAL HEAD, IFC INFRAVENTURES
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PROJECTS
IFC InfraVentures co-developed the $420 million, 181 MW Shuakhevi hydropower scheme in
Georgia with Clean Energy Invest of Norway and Tata Power of India between 2011 and 2014. The
project reached financial close in May 2014 and, once constructed, will sell 433GWh of electricity
domestically in Georgia in winter and export to Turkey in the remainder of the year. It is the first
project to be structured on a limited recourse basis in Georgia. By sharing its prior experience in the
Georgian and Turkish electricity sectors, IFC played a key role in mobilizing lenders for the project.

IFC InfraVentures co-developed the $140 million, 96 MW Tobene Power HFO high-efficiency combined cycle power plant in Taiba Ndiaye, Senegal with Melec PowerGen of Lebanon between 2013 and
2014. The project reached financial close in August 2014 and, once constructed, will sell power to the
Senegal state utility under a 20 year power purchase agreement. IFC InfraVentures’ role was critical providing early feedback on bankability of the project, confirmation of the project’s merit in the long term
development of the Senegalese power sector, and mobilization of the support of the World Bank.

IFC InfraVentures co-developed the $320 million, 100 MW Kipeto Wind power project in Kipeto,
Kenya with GE, Craftskills and Kipeto Energy between 2013 and 2015. The project is expected to reach
financial close in June 2015 and, once constructed, will sell power to the Kenyan state utility under a 20
year power purchase agreement. IFC InfraVentures’ role has been critical in negotiating the PPA and
Government of Kenya Support letter as well as in negotiating the financing documents, and leading the
design of an innovative community trust facility.

Other projects that IFC InfraVentures is or has been involved with (partial list):
45MW hydro power project in Fiji
Two further hydro power projects in Nepal with combined capacity of 1,150 MW and associated
transmission lines
Two LNG regasification projects in Bangladesh
100MW wind energy projects in Kenya and Tanzania
40 MW hydro power project in Mali
33MW solar PV project in Mali
250MW tri-fuel power project in Nigeria
420 MW hydro project in Cameroon

E-MAIL: INFOIV@IFC.ORG 				PHONE: 202-458-0629
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THE AI TOP 100 AFRICAN PROJECT DEVELOPERS
PROJECT DEVELOPERS			BASE			SECTORAL FOCUS

1. ACE Consulting Engineers			

Egypt			

Water, Transport, Industrial, Construction

2. Africa Finance Corporation			

Nigeria			

Energy, Transport, Industry, Resources, Telecomms

3. African Development Bank			

Ivory Coast		

Energy, Transport, Social Infrastructure

4. Amandi				Ghana			Energy
5. Aveng Group 				

South Africa 		

Energy, Mining, Water, Industry, Transport, Social

6. Azura Power Holdings 			

Nigeria			

Energy

7. Basil Read				

South Africa		

Energy, Transport, Construction

8. Belgravia Dalbit International		

Mauritius			

Energy

9. Bi-Courtney Highway Services Limited

Nigeria			

Transport

10. Bigen Africa 				

South Africa		

Engineering, Construction, Water, Transportation

11. Buildmax				South Africa		Mining, Construction
12. Bunengi Group				

South Africa		

Transport, Power, Telecommunications, Water, Social

13. Calgro M3				

South Africa		

Social Infrastructure

14. Cappa & D’Alberto			

Nigeria			

Building, Construction

15. Carbon Holdings			Egypt			Energy
16. Cenpower Generation			Ghana			Energy
17. Centum				Kenya			Real Estate, Infrastructure
18. Copperbelt Energy Corporation		

Zambia			

Energy

19. Coal of Africa Limited			

South Africa		

Energy

20. Dangote				Nigeria			Construction
21. Dantata & Sawoe Construction Company

Nigeria			

Transport

22. DCD Group				

South Africa		

Transport, Defence, Mining, Energy

23. Econet				Zimbabwe		Telecommunications
24. EFive Telecoms				South Africa		Telecommunications
25. Elgin Brown & Hamer			

South Africa		

Maritime

26. ESKOM				South Africa		Energy
27. Esor					South Africa		Building, Construction
28. EWSA				Rwanda			Energy, Water
29. Exxaro / Synergy			

South Africa		

Energy, Mining

30. Eyethu Engineers			

South Africa		

Water, Transport, Construction, Social

31. Ghana National Gas Company		

Ghana			

Energy

32. GIBB Africa				

South Africa		

Energy, Transport

33. Global Energy Company			

Nigeria			

Energy, Property

34. Grindrod				South Africa		Transport, Logistics
35. Group Five				

South Africa		

Energy, Water, Real Estate, Transport, Industrial

36. Gulf Energy				Kenya			Energy
37. Harith				

South Africa		

Telecommunications, Transport, Energy, Water

38. IHS Holdings				Nigeria			Telecommunications
39. Imperial Logistics			

South Africa		

Transport, Logistics

40. Industrial Development Corporation

South Africa		

Logistics, Industrial, Energy

41. Industrial Promotion Services 		

Kenya			

Energy, Infrastructure

42. Kagga & Partners			Uganda			Transport
43. Kalahari Energy			

Botswana 		

Energy

44. Knutton Consulting			

South Africa		

Social Infrastructure

45. Lake Turkana Wind Power Company

Kenya			

Energy

46. Lund Consulting Engineers		

Namibia 			

Water, Construction

47. MainOne Cable				Nigeria			Telecommunications
48. Matekane Group			Lesotho			Transport
49. Matlec				Cameroon		Energy
50. Mauritius Telecom			

Mauritius 		
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51. MBW Consulting			Uganda			Telecommunications
52. MJ Group				Kenya			Transport, Industry
53. Movicel				Angola			Telecommunications
54. MTN Group				South Africa		Telecommunications
55. Mulilo				South Africa		Energy
56. Murray & Roberts 			

South Africa		

Engineering, Construction

57. NAMPOWER				Namibia			Energy
58. Neotel				South Africa		Telecommunications
59. North-West Rail Company		

Zambia			

Transport

60. Notore				Nigeria			Industry
61. Orascom Group			

Egypt			

Energy, Engineering, Construction, Telecommunications

62. Owel Linkso				Nigeria			Energy, Agriculture
63. Paradigm Project Management		

South Africa		

Mining

64. PD Naidoo & Associates			

South Africa		

Transport, Water, Industry

65. Professional Engineering Consultants

Uganda			

Transport, Water, Infrastructure

66. ProIntel Africa				

Mozambique		

Construction, Real Estate

67. Qalaa Holdings 			

Egypt			

Energy, Agriculture, Food, Mining, Transport

68. RAM Energy				Sudan			Energy, Water, Industry
69. Rand Water				South Africa		Water
70. Raubex				

South Africa		

Energy, Transport, Telecommunications, Infrastructure

71. Reynolds Construction Company 		

Nigeria			

Transport, Water, Construction, Infrastructure

72. Rift Valley Railways			

Kenya			

Transport, Logistics

73. Sanyati Holdings Limited			

South Africa		

Infrastructure, Construction

74. SASOL				South Africa		Energy
75. Seacom				Mauritius			Telecommunications
76. Seelenbinder Consulting Engineers		

Namibia			

Construction, Engineering

77. Setraco Nigeria				Nigeria			Transport
78. Seven Energy				Nigeria			Energy
79. Shanduka				

South Africa		

Telecommunications, Energy, Real Estate, Industry

80. Shoreline International			

Nigeria			

Power, Energy, Telecommunications

81. Signature Value Homes			

Nigeria			

Social Infrastructure

82. Société Nationale d’Investissement		

Morocco			

Agriculture, Energy, Food, Transport

83. Sonangol Logistics			Angola			Energy, Logistics
84. Sonatrach				Algeria			Energy, Water
85. Spencon Services			Kenya			Transport, Water
86. Stefanutti Stocks			

South Africa		

Energy, Transport

87. SS Mehta				Kenya			Transport
88. Thika Power				Kenya			Energy
89. THM Engineers				

South Africa		

Water, Transport, Social Infrastructure

90. Total Facilities Management Corporation

South Africa		

Telecommunications, Property

91. Transcentury				Kenya			Energy, Transport
92. Transnational Corporation of Nigeria

Nigeria			

Energy, Hospitality, Agriculture

93. Transnet				South Africa		Transport
94. Triumph Generating Company		

Kenya			

Energy

95. TAV Tunisie SA 				Tunisia			Transport
96. Vodacom				South Africa		Telecommunications
97. Volta River Authority			

Ghana			

Energy, Water

98. WML Consulting Engineers		

Namibia			

Infrastructure

99. WBHO				South Africa		Construction
100. ZANTEL				Tanzania			Telecommunications
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